TECHNOLOGY

Healthcare Technology
End-to-end global data and analysis on medical devices and healthcare information technology.
INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
Real-time access to continually updated market data and forecasts, analyst insights, topical research reports and analyst presentations.

MARKET TRACKERS
Regular periodic analysis and forecasts designed to provide timely visibility into relevant market and technology trends.

REPORTS
Topical reports addressing key focus areas with in-depth analysis on market and technology trends.

CUSTOM & CONSULTING
Meaningful analysis and action-oriented recommendations for custom cases and consulting, building on extensive IHS data and recognized industry experience.
Medical Devices & Equipment

This research provides trusted coverage, unique insights and distinctive takes on the medical devices and equipment market of key healthcare sectors, including ultrasound, X-ray, digital health, infusion pumps and wearables. Methodical analysis and critical industry data provide context and visibility.
ULTRASOUND INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
Unparalleled coverage of the global ultrasound market, including topical and timely dissection of key industry trends, disruptive technologies, pricing and currency dynamics, likely upside or downside scenarios, and much more.

LEARN MORE

X-RAY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
Comprehensive examination of the X-ray landscape, including strategic growth areas and major trends across all X-ray products. Areas of focus include general radiography, fluoroscopy, dental, veterinary, mammography and interventional X-ray. A new report on the supply of flat-panel detectors is part of the offering.

LEARN MORE

DIGITAL HEALTH INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
Substantive study of a core healthcare space, including global and regional five-year forecasts for revenues, shipments and average selling prices (ASPs) across more than 30 distinct product types and four key application areas. Also delivers critical competitive analysis and valuable market share data for each application area, supplemented with careful investigative reporting on the industry’s approach to securing a viable business and technological path for the diagnostic services of the future.

LEARN MORE

WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY REPORT
Focused, thoughtful monitoring of the increasingly important and high-profile global wearables market, tracking key trends as well as proffering detailed snapshots of critical market signifiers like industrywide revenues and shipments. Also supplies an ASP analysis of 24 distinct wearables product types from more than 160 suppliers.

LEARN MORE
INFUSION PUMPS REPORT
Extensive research on the dynamic infusion pumps market, with 2016 serving as base year followed by annual forecasts for each succeeding year until 2021. Market sizing is provided for each country and each product type, with markets segmented by care setting and hospital ward. Coverage of the competitive environment includes market share analysis for each region and product type, as well as overall industry revenues and shipments. A 2017 edition is currently in development.

LEARN MORE

RESPIRATORY VENTILATORS DATABASE
Complete survey of the global landscape for ventilators, including their associated accessories and interfaces, together with data-driven forecasts showing the expected impact of major trends and developments over the next five years.

LEARN MORE

MEDICAL DISPLAYS REPORT
Wide-ranging study of the medical-grade displays market, including five-year forecasts and competitive segmentation. Granular market size information by country is provided for three major product categories, with qualitative analysis of current or notable trends, growth drivers and inhibitors.

LEARN MORE

SLEEP DIAGNOSTICS, THERAPY AND INTERFACE DATABASE
Extensive and continually updated evaluation of this vital performer of the healthcare industry, with insightful analysis on how major trends are likely to affect the market within the next five years. Includes comprehensive data on global market share, revenues and shipments.

LEARN MORE

ANESTHESIA DEVICES REPORT
Full reportage on the anesthesia devices market with projections until 2019, offering essential data on market indicators including shipments, revenues and market share breakdown for major device suppliers.

LEARN MORE
**Medical Devices & Equipment**

**CT EQUIPMENT REPORT**
Detailed tracking of the computed tomography (CT) space, including projected growth rates and noteworthy figures for the industry until 2019. Also includes market share information for key CT equipment suppliers. A 2017 edition is currently in development.

[LEARN MORE]

**MRI EQUIPMENT REPORT**
In-depth assessment of the prospects and challenges facing the worldwide MRI equipment market, including research on growth rates by country for more than 25 individual territories. Market sizing by product type is also provided in revenue, shipment and ASP data, alongside annual forecasts through 2019. Further segmentation and sub-regional competitive analysis are also included, and a 2017 version is currently in development.

[LEARN MORE]
Healthcare IT

Companies—whether public or private—are engaged in healthcare are actively seeking efficient, low-cost solutions for workable treatment options while being able to communicate with a vast and complex network of care providers and patients. Involving the creation, use and maintenance of information systems for the healthcare industry, healthcare information technology (HIT) enables effective data gathering, storage and communication across multiple platforms. Our viral HIT research covers today’s most important events and developments, including trends in the management of patient records and imaging studies, care integration across networks, population health management, perinatal care, digital pathology, financial performance, revenue cycle management and business intelligence.
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE REPORT
Comprehensive intelligence on the global electronic data interchange (EDI) software and services market, with timely perspectives on the influential forces and players shaping this complex terrain. Forecasts are attended by qualitative and competitive analysis, together with essential information on revenues, shipments, major suppliers and other significant market signifiers. 

LEARN MORE

MEDICAL ENTERPRISE DATA STORAGE (VNA) REPORT
Expert research on the Vendor Neutral Archive (VNA) and Image Exchange (IE) software and services markets, with a fresh view on anticipated trends of significance for the next six years. Also covers revenue obtained from software, services and hardware; cumulative and new installations by institution size; and cloud usage analysis. Market size estimates are provided for each product type in major geographic regions, with the market further segmented by country. Growth forecasts through 2020 are accompanied by authoritative analysis, including market share estimates for leading suppliers. A 2017 version of the report is currently in development.

LEARN MORE

MEDICAL WORKFORCE ADVANCED ANALYTICS REPORT - US
US-only study focusing on domestic revenue realized from software, services or a combination of both; cumulative and new installations by institution of 200 beds or more; and detailed analysis of cloud usage. Includes forecasts until 2020, in addition to competitive analysis containing market share estimates for leading suppliers.

LEARN MORE

RADIOLOGY AND CARDIOLOGY IT REPORT
Global, holistic view of the software and services market for radiology and cardiology IT. Covers regional as well as country-specific revenue from software, services and hardware; cumulative and new installations by institution size; cloud usage analysis for all major regions; and notable trends likely to shape the market in the next five years. A 2017 edition is currently in development.

Coming soon
Contact Us

For more information

technology.ihs.com
@IHS4Tech

Tel: +1 844 301-7334
technology_us@ihs.com
technology_apac@ihs.com
technology_emea@ihs.com

ABOUT IHS MARKIT

IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and government customers, including 80 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions. Headquartered in London, IHS Markit is committed to sustainable, profitable growth.

ihsmarkit.com